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ARTICLE THIRTEEN
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – NUMBERS 11-20

ELEVEN
A. Angry fire fell upon heaven (11:1-3)
B. “Oh, for the good old days of slavery!” (11:4-9)
C. “Lord, do the kindness of killing me!” (11:10-15)
D. He said the Spirit would be shared with the seventy (11:16-17)
E. “They want meat; I’ll give them meat!” (11:18-23)
F. “Don’t criticize these two! Would to God all were doing it!” (11:24-30)
G. Death at the dinner table (11:31-35)

TWELVE
A. Finding fault with earth’s meekest man (12:1-4)
B. She was struck by leprosy when the cloud lifted (12:5-12)
C. Healed, but segregated for seven days (12:13-16)

THIRTEEN
A. The men selected for the mission (13:1-16)
B. “Here’s what to watch for!” (13:17-20)
C. It took two men to carry a single cluster! (13:21-24)
D. They said, “No,” but Caleb said, “Go!” (13:25-33)

FOURTEEN
A. “Let’s elect a leader and return to Egypt!” (14:1-4)
B. The thrilling testimony of the two (14:5-9)
C. They would be eliminated; he would be elevated (14:10-12)
D. “Spare them for the sake of your testimony and tender love!” (14:13-19)
E. Pardoned, but still punished (14:20-25)
F. Only those under twenty would enter (14:26-30)
G. When forty days meant forty years (14:31-35)
H. The treacherous ten terminated (14:36-39)
I. They changed their minds but it was too late! (14:40-44)

FIFTEEN
A. Offerings intended to please the Lord (15:1-21)
B. Offerings intended to appease the Lord (15:22-29)
C. But death to the defiant! (15:30-31)
D. The stoning of a Sabbath breaker (15:32-36)
E. Tassels attached to a blue cord as a silent reminder (15:37-41)

SIXTEEN

A. He was confronted by 250 council members (16:1-3)
B. “Let’s let God settle this!” (16:4-11)
C. “You’re trying to destroy us in this desert!” (16:12-14)
D. Tomorrow, show up with your censers (16:15-17)
E. They were to remove themselves from the rebels (16:18-27)
F. The ground split apart and swallowed them (16:28-35)
G. Recycle those censers as a reminder (16:36-40)
H. He stood between the living and the dead (16:41-50)

SEVENTEEN

A. The sign of a staff that sprouted (17:1-8)
B. It was to serve as a reminder of the rebellion (17:9-13)

EIGHTEEN

A. Remember (lest you die) temple tasks are limited to the Levites! (18:1-7)
B. That part belonging to the priests (18:8-15)
C. Facts concerning the firstborn (18:16-19)
D. They’ll tithe to you! (18:20-24)
E. You’ll then tithe to me! (18:25-32)

NINETEEN

A. Kill it, burn it, and keep its ashes! (19:1-10)
B. Those persons needing red heifer purification (19:11-22)

TWENTY

A. She died in April (20:1)
B. “We should have died when they did!” (20:2-5)
C. He was told to speak to it, but he struck it instead (20:6-11)
D. His disobedience would disqualify him (20:12-13)
E. A reasonable request that was rudely refused (20:14-22)
F. Passing of the high priestly torch (20:23-29)